TerraForm Power is a diversified owner of clean power generation assets in developed markets. This includes solar and wind assets located in the
U.S., Canada and other developed markets.
TerraForm Power owns and operates over 500 hundred wind and solar clean energy power installations representing a total portfolio of 2,607 MW
in renewable energy.
With a diversified and high quality, renewable energy portfolio, TerraForm Power is ideally positioned to capitalize on the growth in renewable
power generation. We focus on serving the needs of utility, commercial and residential customers while delivering the returns that investors expect.

VICE PRESIDENT, CONTROLLER
The Vice President, Controller is responsible for all aspects of the Corporate Reporting, Accounting and Tax
functions of TerraForm Power (TERP). More specifically, the successful candidate is accountable for the financial
accounting of all legal entities under TERP, as well as the quarterly consolidation process and preparation of annual
and quarterly financial statements and Management Discussion and Analysis. In addition, the Vice President,
Controller plays a key role in the preparation of all materials necessary to communicate the performance of the
company to Senior Management and the Boards of Directors, as well as to investors.
The Vice President, Controller reports directly to TERP’s Chief Financial Officer.

Responsibilities














Oversee the consolidation and reporting for TERP in accordance with IFRS standards;
Is responsible for the preparation of all financial information required for Senior Management and Board meetings, and
for public disclosure of results;
Resolve corporate accounting issues that surface to ensure integrity of financial results;
Oversee the preparation of the consolidated financial statements and Management Discussion and Analysis;
Implement business processes to enhance the effectiveness of the accounting and reporting functions while
ensuring delivery of high quality financial reports to support senior management in assessing business
performance;
Oversee the elaboration of tax strategies to ensure compliance with tax regulations while optimizing business
results;
Working with the various functions, oversee the preparation of monthly management reports to update senior
management on financial results and key issues to be addressed to ensure the achievement of business
objectives;
Ensure appropriate and adequate internal controls over accounting and financial reporting are in place and
operating effectively to provide reliable and timely financial information;
Implement accounting policies as required to meet business requirements and ensure compliance with IFRS
standards;
Ensure that processes in place for the Accounts Payable and Billing and Collections functions are adequate and
managed in a timely way;
Enhance and add to existing operational processes, systems and procedures to ensure best practice and
efficiencies are achieved from a close audit and data integrity perspective;
Build a solid team to create an optimally efficient, forward looking accounting and reporting function and
proactive, adaptable culture;
Provide strong leadership and direction to the team, and support their development.

Requirements







Experience in managing accounting, reporting and tax functions and related complex issues;
Solid knowledge of IFRS;
“Take charge mentality” with the ability to provide clear direction, inspire confidence with a view to delivering
results and quick action;
Ability to balance delegation with being “hands on” and close to the business;
Track record of building strong, adaptable, proactive teams;
Ability to provide direction and coaching to facilitate the development of team members;





Demonstrated ability to identify opportunities for process improvements, introduction or change of policies, as well as
to lead the successful implementation of change and improvement;
In collaboration with the Director, Investor Relations, help develop and communicate a compelling, accurate
financial/business story to investors and analysts;
Humble, positive outlook with a simple, open communication style.

Qualifications




Degree in finance, accounting, or related business discipline;
Professional Accounting designation, preferably CPA;
10+ years of increasingly impactful and senior experience in a financial management role, including experience
in accounting, finance and tax.

All interested candidates should apply in confidence to Human Resources at: recruiting@terraform.com. PLEASE
CLEARLY INDICATE “CONTROLLER” IN THE EMAIL SUBJECT LINE.
Terraform Power would like to thank all applicants but only those selected for an interview will be contacted.
In addition to providing a climate for professional growth, TerraForm offers competitive salary, a comprehensive
benefits program and a company matched 401(k) savings plan. TerraForm is an equal employment/affirmative
action employer. If you need accommodation for any part of the employment process because of a medical condition
or disability, please send an e-mail to recruiting@terraform.com.

